DBSnap++: Creating Data-driven Programs by Snapping Blocks
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ABSTRACT
A key development in Computer Science Education has been the introduction of block-based programming environments where programs are created by connecting blocks and the focus is on the program’s logic instead of its syntax. Most of these environments support conventional (imperative) programming instructions. More recently, some systems have been proposed to enable the specification of database queries. While these two types of environments have been independently studied previously, there is significantly less work on the development and study of integrated environments that allow the creation of complete data-driven programs (real-world like programs that integrate conventional instructions and database queries). This paper introduces DBSnap++, a web-based environment that enables the specification of dynamic data-driven programs. DBSnap++ supports the specification of intuitive database query trees, a new type of list that dynamically gets its content executing a database query, and programs that generate different results when the underlying data changes. This paper presents DBSnap++’s design and implementation details, an array of programs to demonstrate how it can be effectively used as a learning tool, and a thorough comparison with previous environments. DBSnap++ is publicly available and aims to enable learners to fully understand and utilize the capabilities of data-driven programs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A key challenge of learning programming languages is the need to create a set of instructions that is not only logically correct but also free of syntactical mistakes. The fact that even minor syntactical errors, like a missing semicolon, prevent the execution of logically correct programs is a source of frustration for many students. Block-based programming environments have effectively addressed this and other limitations of traditional approaches to learn computer programming. In these environments, instructions are represented by visual blocks and programs are built by snapping blocks together. The shape of a block provides additional guidance on how the block can be connected with others. Block-based environments have become popular tools and are transforming the way programming is taught, particularly to younger learners. Most of the previously proposed environments support conventional (imperative) programming instructions such as conditional and iterative constructs, e.g., Mindstorm [4], Scratch [5], Blockly [6], Snap! [9], and App Inventor [12]. Recently, some block-based systems have been proposed to enable the specification of database queries, e.g., DBSnap [10] and Bags [2]. While these two types of environments have been independently studied, there is significantly less work on the development and study of environments that enable the integration of conventional and data-driven instructions. This paper introduces DBSnap++, a block-based environment to build data-driven programs that fully integrate conventional programming instructions with data-aware actions and blocks, e.g., database queries, lists that are dynamically linked to queries, and data manipulation actions such as data insertion and visualization. This paper presents the design and implementation details of DBSnap++ as well as sample programs that show how DBSnap++ is used to create data-driven programs like the ones needed in real-world scenarios. The key contributions of the paper are:

• The introduction of DBSnap++, a web-based and dynamic block-based environment that enables building programs that integrate conventional instructions and database queries.
• A detailed description of DBSnap++’s design and implementation guidelines. Our goal is to enable other researchers to extend or customize DBSnap++.
• The presentation of multiple data-driven programs that produce different results as the underlying data changes.
• A comparison with previously proposed block-based tools for conventional programming and database querying.
• The public availability of DBSnap++ [11] to be used by any instructor or student. DBSnap++ aims to have a transformational effect on data-driven programming learning.
User Interface Components: 1) standard block groups, 2) data-aware block groups, 3) block palette, 4) relational algebra panel, 5) query area, 6) query result panel, 7) node result panel, 8) DBLists, 9) script panel, 10) script result panel.

Figure 1: DBSnap++’s user interface.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present DBSnap++’s design and implementation details. Section 4 presents a comparison of DBSnap++ with alternative tools. Section 6 presents a discussion of various facets of integrating DBSnap++ into the computing curricula and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 DBSnap++’s DESIGN
The main visual components of DBSnap++, as shown in Fig. 1, are: conventional and data-aware blocks (items 1, 2 and 3), the query specification area (items 4 and 5), query result panels (items 6 and 7), DBLists (item 8), and the scripting area (items 9 and 10). DBSnap++ was designed integrating and extending Snap! and DBSnap components. While Snap! supports only conventional blocks and DBSnap only database query blocks, DBSnap++ supports both of them. Furthermore, DBSnap++ introduces new blocks and program creation sequences to enable the specification of dynamic data-driven programs. DBSnap++ includes also multiple features not available in Snap! or DBSnap such as the support of graph generation, database views, saving and loading queries from disk, data insertion and modification, and more flexible data grids. Queries in DBSnap++ are specified by building the tree representation of the relational algebra expression. Queries are built intuitively by connecting operator and dataset blocks in the query area. As the user builds the query, the query result and relational algebra panels are dynamically updated with the current query result and relational algebra expression, respectively. After a database query is specified, the user can create a DBList associated with the query. The DBList is a new type of block introduced in DBSnap++ that looks like a list but whose data is dynamically obtained by executing the associated query. DBLists can be combined with other conventional blocks in the script panel to create data-driven programs. DBLists, in fact, can be used anywhere where regular (static) lists are used. Additional details of each component are presented next.

2.1 Conventional and Data-aware Block Palettes
DBSnap++ enables the use of conventional and data-aware blocks. Conventional blocks are available under standard block groups like Control, Motion, Operators and Variables. Data-aware blocks are available under the Datasets and Queries groups. The Datasets block palette shows the available datasets (relations or tables). Each dataset is represented by a dataset block. This palette includes by default a small university database composed of several datasets, e.g., Students, Courses, Professors, etc. Like in DBSnap, a DBSnap++ dataset block has a central text area that shows its name, a left circular handle to connect it with a parent block or node, and a distinguishing orange color. As shown in the left screenshot of Fig. 1, dataset blocks are always leaf nodes. The Queries block palette shows the query operators available in DBSnap++. DBSnap++ supports many relational algebra operators including
core operators (e.g., Selection, Projection and Rename), join operators (e.g., Theta-join and Natural-join), set operators (e.g., Cross Product, Union, Difference and Intersection), and highly useful extensions like the Aggregation/Grouping operator. Each operator type has a distinctive color. The structure of a DBSnap++ query is very similar to the intuitive structure of query trees commonly used in database books. The shapes of dataset and query operator blocks facilitate the manipulation of blocks and the construction of queries. The shape of a query operator block has three main visual components: (1) top-left: a circular handle to connect the operator with its parent block, (2) top-right: a text area to specify required parameters, and (3) bottom: connection links to link this operator with its operand(s). The shape of operators facilitates detecting incomplete operators (with missing operands or parameters) and prevents the addition of more operands than needed.

2.2 Query Specification Area and Query Result Panels
Database query trees are constructed in DBSnap++’s query area. The use of trees to represent queries is a very useful analogy to learn about database queries (relational algebra and structured query language or SQL). A query tree clearly shows the datasets used in the query (leaf nodes) and the way these datasets are processed or combined by intermediate operator nodes. In fact, the query processing engine of many database systems transforms queries into query plan trees before optimizing and executing them. DBSnap++’s user interface includes a relational algebra panel that shows the corresponding relational algebra expression. The expression is dynamically updated after any change in the query.

As the user builds a query, the query results are dynamically shown in the query result panel. This panel is automatically updated after any changes in the query. This feature allows the user to quickly explore the effects of adding, customizing, or re-arranging operators. DBSnap++’s user interface also enables the exploration of individual query nodes. To do this, the user only needs to click on any intermediate query node and the node results will be loaded in the node result panel. Furthermore, when the user clicks on a dataset node, the node result panel becomes editable and the user can add, remove or modify the records of the dataset. Both results panels support also the visualization of their current content using various charts, e.g., area, bar, histogram, line and pie charts.

2.3 DBLists and Data-driven Programs
A key feature of DBSnap++ is the integration of database queries and conventional programming instructions in a single program. To achieve this, DBSnap++ introduces a new type of block named DBList (database connected list). A DBList block, shown in item 8 of Fig. 1, is a block that looks similar to a two-dimensional list block (list of lists) and has a distinctive orange color different than the color of regular lists. A DBList block is connected to a database query and dynamically retrieves its content by executing the query. This connection is dynamic, i.e., the DBList content will be updated anytime the associated query is modified or whenever the underlying data is updated. DBLists can be creating using the “Create DBList” context menu option of a query tree. This action will create a DBList block under the Variables block group (which also contains the standard list block). The way the DBList content is populated is by adding an internal list for every record of the query result. Since all the records have the same attributes, all the internal lists will have the same number of elements. DBSnap++ enables the modification of the query associated with a DBList even after the query tree has been deleted from the query area. This can be done by selecting the context menu option to edit the query of a DBList. This tool will open a new query specification area, load the current query, and process any query changes.

After a DBList block has been created, it can be used in any location where a regular list block could be used. As it is also the case in Snap!, regular scripts, which in the case of DBSnap++ can now include DBLists, are created using the script and script result panels. Moreover, DBSnap++ supports the use of multiple instances of a DBList and is aware of the connection between each instance and the corresponding query. When the query associated with a DBList is updated, the changes are propagated to all its instances, i.e., the content and visual representation of all the instances are properly updated.

3 IMPLEMENTING DBSnap++
DBSnap++ was implemented as a web application that uses standard internet browser features (HTML5 and JavaScript). The use of these technologies enables running DBSnap++ under many internet browsers and hardware devices, e.g., desktop computers, laptops and tablets. Fig. 2 shows the main components of DBSnap++’s architecture: an HTML web page (Snap_pp.html) and six core Java-Scrip libraries (GUI.js, Objects.js, DBBlocks.js, Blocks.js, Widgets.js and Morphic.js). DBSnap++ was built integrating and extending modules from Snap! (Snap.html, GUI.js, Objects.js, Blocks.js, Widgtes.js) [9] and DBSnap (DBSnap.html, GUI.js, DBBlocks.js) [10].

Snap_pp.html has three container areas: the DBSnap++ Query and Script Canvas (composed of the block palettes, and the query and scripting areas), and the query and node result panels. Snap_pp.html interacts with GUI.js to set and adjust the position of the HTML containers, support the manipulation of blocks, and display the results of queries and scripts. GUI.js defines a global container structure that stores general properties. Objects.js defines smaller containers that can hold blocks and graphical objects. In DBSnap++, GUI.js and Objects.js were extended to enable the use...
of query blocks and DBLists. GUI.js and Objects.js interact with DBBlocks.js, Blocks.js and Widgets.js to support the operation of query and conventional blocks. DBBlocks.js controls the visual properties and behavior of que query operator and dataset blocks. The Query Handler module of DBBlocks.js keeps track of the internal structure of a query and interacts with the Query Evaluation and Query to Relational Algebra Translation modules to generate the query result and relational algebra expression, respectively.

Blocks.js contains the specification of conventional scripting blocks and was extended with the addition of DBLists, special blocks that look similar to lists but are dynamically linked to database queries. Widgets.js is a library that specifies the actions associated with buttons and tabs. This module was extended to properly support mouse events on the tabs and buttons used to create and edit queries and DBLists. Particularly, this module propagates the changes made on the query of a DBList to all the linked DBList instances. Morphic.js, an open-source library developed by Jens Mönig, provides basic classes such as Morph and WorldMorph which specify the core behavior of blocks and define a basic canvas where blocks can be manipulated, respectively.

4 DATA-DRIVEN PROGRAMS

DBSnap++ enables users to create data-driven programs in a wide range of application scenarios. These programs are similar to real-word programs that retrieve data using database queries and further process, analyze or visualize it. Since DBSnap++ programs do not have to rely on static data, they are able to produce different results as the underlying data or queries change. A key property of DBSnap++ programs is that they integrate imperative instructions and queries. This feature differentiates DBSnap++ from tools that only support queries (e.g., Bags [2] and DBSnap [10]) or imperative programs (e.g., Scratch [5] and Snap! [9]). This section presents several sample DBSnap++ programs. Due to space constrains, each program contains only the core components to showcase a useful application. These programs can be easily extended to incorporate additional features.

4.1 Generating Bar Diagrams

DBSnap++ can be used to create visual representations of query results. This example uses a query to count the number of students registered in each university course and displays this information using a bar chart. The program uses the Course_Student table of DBSnap++’s University database, which contains two attributes: CID (course ID) and SID (student ID). The query, shown in the left image of Fig. 3, includes a grouping operator to generate an aggregated record per course. The program, shown in Fig. 4, cleans the stage, resets the pointer, and uses a DBList block linked to the previously described query. After this, the program includes two nested loops to create the bar chart. The outer loop prints a bar for each course, and the inner loop prints the individual line segments of each bar. Fig. 4 also shows a sample of the output.
4.2 Using Maps and Geographic Coordinates

DBSnap++ can also be used to process and represent geographical data. In this example, DBSnap++’s import features are used to load a dataset with the list of a delivery schedule and a map of the corresponding delivery area. This example uses table DeliverySchedule with attributes: Date, ClientID, Latitude, Longitude, and OrderID. The query has a projection operator that retrieves the latitude and longitude coordinates. The program, shown in the left section of Fig. 5, (1) has an equation to scale the coordinates based on the size of the map window (480x360) using the top left corner as a starting point, and (2) moves to each point (x, y) without lifting the pen to draw the path of the delivery schedule. The output of the program is presented in the right section of Fig. 5.

4.3 The Sound of Data

DBSnap++ can also be used to represent data for the visually impaired using sounds instead of visual artifacts. This example uses different notes to represent different data values. The query for this example also uses the Course_Student table of DBSnap++’s University database. As shown in the right image of Fig. 3, the query has a select block to retrieve the records of a given course, and a grouping operator to compute the number of students that received each grade. The program, shown in Fig. 6, specifies a DBList block linked to the previously described query and includes two nested loops to create the sounds. Each cycle of the outer loop plays the beeps associated with a given letter grade (one beep per student receiving that grade). The note to be used in the beeps is increased at the end of each cycle. This ensures that each grade has a unique identifying sound. Each cycle of the inner loop produces a beep sound at the current note.

5 RELATED LEARNING TOOLS

This section presents and compares several block-based tools that have been previously proposed for database querying and programming. Fig. 7 summarizes the features of all the compared tools. The remaining part of this section describes the core properties of each alternative tool and compares it with DBSnap++.

SQLSnap. SQLSnap [8] is a Snap! [9] extension that allows the user to build SQL queries to be executed on a MySQL database. A key difference between SQLSnap and DBSnap++ is that SQLSnap does not use the tree-based query representation. SQLSnap’s query block closely mirrors the potentially complex text version of SQL queries. SQLSnap works with a connection to an external MySQL database or can read data from a text file, although this is limited to one text file at a time. While SQLSnap is a web-based application, it must be installed on an appropriate server (e.g. LAMP, XAMPP) with MySQL and PHP installed in order to interact with a database. DBSnap++ does not need installation, has datasets preloaded, and multiple additional datasets can be easily uploaded from text files.

DataSnap. DataSnap [3] is a Snap! [9] extension that uses a RESTful API to import real-time data (cloud-based and CSV files). This data can then be processed within Snap!. DataSnap integrates also some blocks to visualize data on maps. DataSnap supports a SQL-like language but has limited querying capabilities, e.g., does not support joins, grouping and set operators. Furthermore, DataSnap’s queries closely follow the text version of SQL queries and do not use the query tree representation. Even though the manuscript presenting this tool [3] states that DataSnap is open source, we could not find the source code in the web.
While DBSnap++ can be used as a learning tool to teach imperative programming and database querying separately, it is particularly useful for teaching data-driven programming (the creation of programs that process data retrieved from databases). This subject is also an interactive tool that automatically shows any effects of data or query modifications in the program’s output, as well as the query results while a query is being constructed. This paper introduces DBSnap++, a block-based tool aimed at facilitating the learning of data-driven programming that integrates database queries and conventional programming instructions. To the best of our knowledge, DBSnap++ is the only tool that enables building data-driven programs where queries are specified using an intuitive tree-based structure similar to the one used by many textbooks and educators. DBSnap++ is also an interactive tool that automatically shows any effects of data or query modifications in the program’s output, as well as the query results while a query is being constructed. This paper presents the design and implementation details of DBSnap++, shows several programs enabled by the tool, and presents a detailed comparison with other tools.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Having a clear understanding of database query languages and being able to build programs that use the query results for various processing and visualization tasks are key requirements of many computing job positions. This paper introduces DBSnap++, a block-based tool aimed at facilitating the learning of data-driven programming that integrates database queries and conventional programming instructions. To the best of our knowledge, DBSnap++ is the only tool that enables building data-driven programs where queries are specified using an intuitive tree-based structure similar to the one used by many textbooks and educators. DBSnap++ is also an interactive tool that automatically shows any effects of data or query modifications in the program’s output, as well as the query results while a query is being constructed. This paper presents the design and implementation details of DBSnap++, shows several programs enabled by the tool, and presents a detailed comparison with other tools.

6 DISCUSSION

While DBSnap++ can be used as a learning tool to teach imperative programming and database querying separately, it is particularly useful for teaching data-driven programming (the creation of programs that process data retrieved from databases). This subject can be covered as part of programming or database courses. An important related learning objective in this area is that students are able to create programs that effectively retrieve data from a database using a query language and programmatically process the query results. Here, DBSnap++ can be used as an integrated environment that enables students to build programs that combine database queries of varying complexity and conventional programming instructions to process their results. The query results can be used for example to (1) specify program units with data-dependent actions, (2) create visualizations, and (3) further analyze the retrieved data. Examples of these applications are provided in Sec. 4. Furthermore, DBSnap++ can be used to show how data changes over time and how these changes affect the behavior of the programs students build. The robust set of DBSnap++’s querying features makes it also an effective tool to teach database querying in database courses. Some of these features, such as the support of data insertion, modification and deletion, graph generation, and database views, are not even available in DBSnap. In this context, students can use DBSnap++ to interactively explore each query operator, build queries that combine multiple operators, and learn the relationships between query trees and their relational algebra expressions. The fact that DBSnap++ can be used with custom datasets and that it is a publicly hosted web application [11] allow instructors to use it in a wide range of class activities and hardware devices.
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